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The show

“ I only have the feeling of being free 
when I’m locked up. By the time the 
key turns is not me who is locked, 
are the other” (F. Kafka)

IN tells the curious story of a man who 
accidentally comes on stage in a way 
that he never expected. He will adapt to 
the new situation. An adventure where 
the body gesture expresses and revels 
in the feeling of being inside or outside.
A subtle and almost invisible line that 
plays with the intimacy of the character 
through the active complicity with the 
audience.
Together we will find the solution to this 

dilemma as well known by all. “IN” or 
outside.



The company

The company ES was born in Barcelona in mid-2011 
from the union of artists: Emiliano Sanchez Ales-
si Szwarcer and Eve after their collaboration on other 
shows as Duba Cia.

The project arises from common interest in the research 
and creation of contemporary languages and disciplines 
such as dance, physical theater, juggling, object mani-
pulation and aerobatics.

The company currently touring with their three crea-

tions: “IN”, “Igloo” and “Iceberg”.



cast

Clown + juggling + dance + public participation

original idea:     Emiliano Sanchez Alessi
artist:      Emiliano Sanchez Alessi
scenography and atrezzo:  cia ES
technical and lighting design:  cia ES
Image:      cia ES
Distribution:     Circulant, circ in moviment!

with the collaboration of: Studio de Création the Lido de Toulouse and Fré-
déric Jollivet.

A show for all ages.
Premiere: March 25, 2012, Mataró (Barcelona).

technical 
details



technical 
details

Duration:    45 min
     (available a reduced version of 20 min)

Stage space:    · Space preferably indoors or outdoors at night
     · Minimum Scene 6 x 6 x 4 meters
     · Smooth and flat floor
     · It is essential that the public can see the stage    
     floor
     · Availability of dressing room near the stage with   
     water

Lights:     See attached light plane
     · The light test is indispensable before the show

Sound:     · The company comes with 1 technician
     · The sound system in charge of the organization
     · The Soundcheck is required before the performance
     · Show without microphony

Assembly:    90 min
Dismantling:    30 min



promotional 
video of 
the show https://vimeo.com/49538973

https://vimeo.com/49538973


contact

Circulant, Circ en moviment!
Jordina Blanch

jordina@circulant.cat
+34 93 356 27 17
+34  616 504 410

www.circulant.cat


